Nerdiz is the first virtual reality education platform in Bangladesh. At Nerdiz we are
exploring the application of virtual reality for visual learning. Our videos enable
people to virtually experience their education content in Virtual reality or 360 videos
Nerdiz.com is build to transform the education experience for students. At NERDIZ
we are trying to break the glass ceiling by incorporation of reality-based learning.
We believe the inclusion of virtual reality will enable students to experience things
they only read about. We create content that stimulates peoples creativity and
visualization abilities.

Product Overview
Nerdiz is a virtual reality education website where it uses virtual reality experiences
to provide an experiential learning experience. Here students will not only read but
will be able to experience their educational content For example (virtual field trip,
virtual audience). Nerdiz started its journey with virtual field trips but now it looks
to increase its horizon in other categories as well.NERDIZ has an online platform
that enables students to view VR from home. However. Nerdiz monetizes by providing VR learning sessions to schools. Nerdiz vision is to ultimately establish VR labs
in school where students can be taught and instantaneously shown those things.
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Education disruption
We plan to integrate technology in schools and provide virtual reality content to
augment the interest of students towards learning. With Nerdiz students will not
only learn but will be able to experience their educational content. Their education
content will come alive enhancing creativity and visualization skills.

Roadmap for future
Nerdiz would like to build 360 solutions for schools to transition to a blended
learning platform. Post covid lot of things will be restricted and schools will work
both offline and online to provide an optimal experience. Nerdiz wants to build up a
school management system, content for supporting curriculum and virtual reality.
Nerdiz wants to be a 360 solution for Schools to provide a blended learning experience.

Benefits
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Experiential learning
Enhance creativity
Interactive learning
High retention rate
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